INDEPENDENT EXAMINATION OF ALLERDALE LOCAL PLAN (PART ONE)
Inspector: Susan Holland MA DipTP MRTPI DipPollCon; Programme Officer: Kerry Trueman

HEARING SESSION NO.10: MONITORING AND IMPLEMENTATION
10:00 Friday 7 February 2014 at Allerdale House, Workington CA14 3YJ

AGENDA

1. Monitoring under the existing Local Plan: the range of indicators and targets.

2. Monitoring under PPS12: changes to targets and indicators; relevance to existing LP.

3. Monitoring under Localism Act 2011: changes relevant to emerging Local Plan; reflection in recent Annual Monitoring Reports.

4. Monitoring in the Allerdale Local Plan Part One; source of guidance on indicators and targets.

5. Local Plan Appendix 7 (as in CD2); objective approach to targets and indicators; basis for monitoring performance; achieving consistency.

6. The indicators and targets for each LP policy: especial reference to Policies S14 (re. hub units); S16 (re. frontages in DM9); S19 (re. instances for poor amenity); S22 (re. measurement of accessibility); S25 (re. measurement against Green Infrastructure Study); S30 (re. what is to be measured); S31 (re. nature of re-use); S33 (re. scope of indicator).